ENGLISH TALKING HEAD ADAPTATION FOR LITHUANIAN SPEECH ANIMATION
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Abstract. Visual speech animation plays an important role in human-computer interaction. To force already existing English Talking Head speech animation engine to talk Lithuanian, some modifications to the animation script were made. For this adaptation, the relation between English and Lithuanian languages was explored. To determine it, 30 3-dimensional Lithuanian visemes were modeled using the calibration of two orthogonal pictures of phoneme. Using the visual similarity of different English and Lithuanian phonemes, “Lithuanian phoneme to English viseme mapping table” was defined and used for Lithuanian speech animation.
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1. Introduction

Human communicate using words and sentences; visual information, such as facial expressions, lips and tongue movements improve the perception of the uttered audio signal. Impaired hearing individuals can achieve very good speech perception because of lip-reading, but all people use speech reading. This is especially true when the acoustic conditions are inadequate. It has been showed that addition of the visual information increases the intelligibility with 57% for consonants, 30% for vowels, 39% for monosyllabic words, and 17% for short phrases [16].

The design and implementation of three dimensional (3D) synthetic head models that can produce naturally looking audio to video mapping (“talking head”) is still one of the challenging objectives of Human – Computer Interaction research. Despite the importance of synthetic speech animation in movie, advertising and computer game industries, “Talking head” can be widely used for interactive applications, where User Interface agents can be developed to be employed in e-learning, Web navigation or as virtual secretary [14]. But the most important thing is that hearing-impaired people can benefit from synthetically generated talking faces by means of visual speech, for instance videophones can be produced to make possible the distant communication of the deaf people [9].

In this paper the adaptation of the English speech recognition system for the Lithuanian speech animation was presented. Many authors of “talking head” software claim that their models are speech independent, but practically audio driven facial animation requires training of a speech recognition system which is used for generating phoneme and viseme alignments from the input speech. For this reason we have to explore both visual and acoustical aspects of Lithuanian speech and to construct the mapping table between the Lithuanian phonemes and the English visemes. The table will be used for Lithuanian speech animation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the visual speech animation generation methods, restricting our attention to viseme driven approach and its Audio to Visual mapping levels. In Section 3, translingual speech synthesis is presented. There we describe, in detail, the method for the adaptation the speech recognition system of one language to generate phonetic and visemic alignments in a new language. The specific case of adding Lithuanian words to an English speech recognition system is considered. In Section 4, the experiment and our mapping table for transmission of Lithuanian phonemes to English visemes is described. The mentioned table is presented here too. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Background

For the generation of naturally speaking “talking head”, positions of the mouth and tongue must be related to characteristics of the speech signal. Visual speech animation generation can be classified into two
different categories: data-driven approaches and viseme-driven approaches [5].

Data-driven approaches generate speech animations by concatenating pre-recorded facial motion data or sampling from statistical models learned from the data. These approaches typically produce realistic speech animation results, but it is hard to predict how much motion data are enough to train statistical models or construct a balanced facial motion database. In other words, the connection from the amount of pre-recorded facial motion data to the realism of synthesized speech animations is not clear. Furthermore, these approaches often do not provide intuitive process controls for the animator.

Figure 1. Schematic view of lip sync system

Viseme-driven approach is based on the fact that there are many sounds that are visually ambiguous when pronounced. Therefore, there is a many-to-one mapping between phonemes and viseme (basic visual unit that corresponds to the phoneme in speech).

Generation of novel speech animations using viseme-driven approach consists of 2 main steps [21]: first of all, visemes must be designed. Later visemes are combined using empirical smooth functions [4, 11] or co-articulation rules [1, 2].

The base idea of viseme-driven approach is demonstrated in Figure 1. As we can see, audio to visual transmission (mapping) is a key issue in bimodal speech processing due to the fact that the correctness of calculated visemes significantly influence the realism of speech animation. The important Audio to Visual (AV) mapping can be solved on several different levels [8]:

- signal level (front end),
- phoneme level (acoustic model),
- word level (language model).

Signal level concentrates on a physical relationship between the shape of the vocal tract and the sound that is produced. Speech signal is segmented into frames. The mapping is performed from acoustical to visual feature frame by frame. There are many algorithms that can be modified to perform such mapping – Vector Quantization (VQ) [21], the Neural Network (NN) [13], the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [3].

Using phoneme level, speech is first segmented into a sequence of phonemes. For each phoneme, AV mapping is generated using a lookup table, which contains one visual feature set for each phoneme. The standard English set of visemes is specified in MPEG-4 and usually contains 15 static visemes that can be easily distinguished [17].

The language model is more concerned about context cues in the speech signals. First of all, speech is segmented into words, and then a HMM can be created to represent the acoustic state transition in the word. The first signal level techniques are incorporated in AV mapping for each higher hierarchical state.

The choice of the particular level depends on application where AV will be used. Signal level is simple, language independent and suitable for real-time implementation, but contrary to the latter two approaches, co-articulations are not incorporated. Both of phoneme and word levels are providing more precise speech analysis and depend from context. Due to the fact that higher input signal requires more complex speech recognition system, phoneme level is faster and simpler than word level. But there is one disadvantage: different phonemes are defined in different languages, so there is no one standard phoneme set, and speech animation engine must be revised for every new language.

3. Translingual visual speech synthesis

The speech recognition and animation engine is a critical part of any speech animation system. Building a speech recognition system is data intensive and is a very tedious and time-consuming task [6]. So it is very important to explore the possibility to use the speech animation engine of the base language (language used in training the speech recognition system) to animate the new language in which the video has to be synthesized (novel language). In this paper Lithuanian is the novel language and English is the base language.
If the input audio is in the same language as the language used to train the recognition system and audio file with its transcription were used, phonetic alignment is fine. But if the novel language word is presented to the speech recognition system which is trained in the base language, alignment fails to give the phonetic base forms of the word. This situation arises due to the fact that the base language vocabulary does not include words from the novel language. Since the recognition system is trained on the phone set of the base language, the vocabulary needs to be modified so that the words from the novel language would represent the base forms using base language phone set.

Because the aim of mapping the phone set is to generate the best phoneme boundaries through acoustic alignment, the mapping is based on acoustically-similar phonemes, i.e., if there is no phoneme in the base language which can be associated with the phoneme in the novel language, then that base language phoneme is chosen which is acoustically closest. Both, however, may map to a different viseme. So, mapping based on acoustically similar phonemes may distort the visemic alignment, as it does not take into consideration the visemes corresponding to each such phoneme.

Since the system has to work for any novel language using the alignment generator and the viseme set in the base language, visemic alignment cannot be simply generated from the phonetic alignment using direct phoneme to viseme mapping. An additional vocabulary based on the visual similarity of the two phonemes (in base and novel languages) has to be created. This mapping based on visemic similarity is called the visemic vocabulary modification layer. Using this additional vocabulary, the base language alignments and the base language phoneme-to-viseme mapping, we get the visemic alignments, which are used to generate the animated video sequence. Alternately, if the viseme set images are available for the novel language, then the visemic vocabulary modification layer can be modified to directly give the visemic alignment using the phoneme-to-viseme mapping in the novel language. If the viseme set of the novel language is very different from the viseme set of the base language, then this modified system would be especially useful. So the goal of this paper is to create English-Lithuanian visemic vocabulary table.

4. English - Lithuanian visemic vocabulary creation

The purpose of the paper is the adaptation of the English recognition and animation engine for the Lithuanian speech animation. For this task, we have used the English speech recognition and animation engine “Crazy Talk”, which is one of the best commercial software in this area [20]. Also it was chosen due to the fact that the engine detects the phoneme time positions of Lithuanian speech file enough precisely (associated visemes were chosen mistakenly).

English phoneme set consist of 48 phonemes (this count varies). Standard Lithuanian alphabet consists of 32 characters, but there is different count of phonemes. According to Lithuanian grammar rules Lithuanian phoneme set consists of 58 units. We related Lithuanian and English phonemes according to the table proposed by Kasperatis [10].

We have analyzed 30 Lithuanian phonemes transcribed by SAMPA standard [19]. Many acoustic sounds of separate languages are visually ambiguous and accordingly different phonemes can be classed using the same viseme. There is therefore a many-to-one mapping between Lithuanian phonemes and English visemes, so with a small bias, Lithuanian phonemes can be grouped into 16 different visemes defined in “Crazy Talk” (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Visemes classification in „Crazy Talk” software](image)

As we can see, visemes for such Lithuanian letters as ą,č,ę,į,š,ų,ū,ž are not defined at all, so the animation can be unpredictable. But as we mentioned above, timing information of phonemes is quite good, so if we would know what English viseme must be placed at the detected time of particular Lithuanian sound, we could easily replace the wrong English viseme with the right one, selected for Lithuanian speech animation. Therefore we need to create additional English-Lithuanian visemic vocabulary.

4.1. Data collection

When we are exploring the relation between speech visual and acoustical aspects, it’s very important to get the information of actual motion of the points in the face. There are two types of markers that can be used when recording facial movements: area markers and point markers [15]. The databases used in this study were recorded using point markers which were drawn on the face of the subject. The points were
chosen at the positions defined by MPEG-4 standard. Using this technology, 3D coordinates of one particular point of the face cannot be obtained without additional computation. For this reason, we’ve used the calibration system made of 2 orthogonally standing internet cameras: “Creative live Camoptia” and “Creative Live! Cam Motion” (resolution 640 x 480). These cameras capture the human face from two orthogonal views: a front and a profile. A number of feature points is already located on both (2D) views and it helps to deduce the 3D positions of the head we wish to model.

Having located the set of characteristic feature points in both views, the calculation of their 3D coordinates is carried out using perspective projection camera system, which is shown in Figure 3.

- **Figure 3. Image acquisition layout**

The points in 3D space with coordinates \((x, y, z)\) are projected on two image planes, the front and the profile, with perspective rays passing through the two corresponding projection centres \(C_1\) and \(C_2\), which lie within the physical camera and are at a distance \(b\) from each other [7]. \(f\) is the focal length. The projection coordinates for the image got from the frontal \((X_{F_1}, Y_{F_1})\) and profile \((X_{F_2}, Y_{F_2})\) cameras can be found as:

\[
X_F = f \frac{-x}{z} + X_{F_1}, \quad Y_F = f \frac{-y}{z} + Y_{F_1},
\]

\[
X_p = f \frac{b - z}{b - x} + X_{F_1}, \quad Y_p = f \frac{-y}{b - x} + Y_{F_1}.
\]

The 3D position of the feature point \((x, y, z)\) is determined by least squares method.

### 4.2. Speaker and text material

The drawback of used marker technique is that markers may temporarily disappear, e. g. the markers on the lips may not be visible during a bilabial closure and the markers on the lower lip may be covered when the lips are protruded. To eliminate this disadvantage, the experiment was repeated five times at the same conditions (the surrounding environment was silent and well enlightened). The speaker was male and a native Lithuanian speaker. We captured only one person for our experiment, because it makes the recording process and the interpretation of the data simpler than if several speakers were to be recorded. Furthermore, such a database can be used to improve speech synthesis, if we would like to capture characteristics of one specific speaker.

The speech material consists of 9 Lithuanian words with known transcriptions earlier used by other researchers and 5 everyday sentences containing 50 words. Text was chosen to cover all Lithuanian phonemes [10].

The speaker was asked to hold the text parallel with his eyes and to read the text. For technical reasons the recordings were made in periods separated by pauses of 10 seconds. Video material was saved using MPEG-4 standard in .AVI format.

Despite the fact, that speaker tried not to move his head during experiment, head movements are inevitable during natural speech. To avoid error when modelling 3D viseme, every 3D point calculated earlier has to be transformed so that it would be displaced as close as possible to the coordinates of head at the silent stage. The relation between the initial and the transformed model is given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    x \\
    y \\
    z
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
    x_0 \\
    y_0 \\
    z_0
\end{bmatrix} + T,
\]

where \((x_0, y_0, z_0)\) are the coordinates of a model node at its initial position, \((x, y, z)\) are the coordinates of the transformed node, \(R\) is a 3x3 rotation matrix, and \(T\) is a 3D translation vector \([T_x, T_y, T_z]\).

### 4.3. Data processing

Speech animation can be generated using the loaded sound file and the set of visemes defined in particular software. In order to get the realistic result, lip movements must be perfectly synchronized with the audio. There are 3 items which strongly influence the quality of animation. They are speech recognition engine, naturally looking 3D visemes and the correctness of phoneme to viseme mapping table.

The first one is speech recognition engine and its accurateness when we are trying to detect the time information when the new phoneme appears. In order to find the Lithuanian phoneme to viseme mapping table, the input sound file has to be extracted from video material of speech. The extracted acoustical speech was saved in .WAV output format (channel stereo, bit rate 128 kbps, sample rate 48000). Because the maximum length of sound file which software “Crazy Talk 5” is able to animate is limited to 30 seconds, we cut the speech file into segments smaller...
than 30 seconds. When we load the input sound into the software, phonemic alignment is done automatic- 
cally. To analyze how precisely speech recognition engine (base language – English) detects phonemes positions of Lithuanian speech, we compared the automatically marked moments when the new phoneme appeared and the time information when we heard the exact phoneme.

It was detected by visual observation, that if there were no noises and the speech was expressive in the recorded file, phonemes timing of Lithuanian speech was done with the accuracy of about 90% (if the quality of sound was worse, the accuracy was about 50%). Although phonemes were detected correctly, animation was not convincing, because the animation engine used the English phoneme to viseme mapping table. We can make the conclusion that the phonemes timings are good, but the incorrect visemes are chosen when animating Lithuanian speech. The phoneme to viseme mapping table, made by visual similarity between Lithuanian and English has to be used, to change the automatically chosen viseme to the correct one.

The second important item in speech animation is naturally looking 3D visemes. The visemes integrated in the software look natural and are photorealistic, so we’ve used them for animation without additional edition.

The most important thing we were concentrated on was the creation of phoneme to viseme mapping table. It was made by visual similarity between Lithuanian and English sounds. To find which English viseme matches Lithuanian sound, we had to research every detected phoneme separately. For this, 3D viseme had to be created using 2 orthogonal pictures captured at the middle of the phoneme. The sample is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Lithuanian phoneme /s/ captured: a) from the front; b) from the left of the speaker. The feature points marked according to MPEG-4 standard are seen.

Figure 5. Points drawn on the face fitted with the MPEG-4 feature points of a generic head: a) in the portrait picture; b) in the profile picture and c) 3D viseme of Lithuanian sound modelled using calibration of portrait and profile pictures.
For the creation of Lithuanian 3D viseme we’ve used the modified technology of static viseme modelling [18]. First of all, using the calibration of two orthogonal pictures 3D coordinates of the feature point have to be gained. Later every principal vertex of the generic head model has to be translated to the calculated 3D position of the feature point and the 3D model of the head is generated.

To implement the technology, we’ve used the freeware “Faceworks” [12], which generates 3D head model using two orthogonal pictures (in profile and in portrait) of human head. This freeware was chosen due to the fact that the feature points of its generic head are arranged by MPEG-4 standard, so it was very easy to fit its feature points to MPEG-4 points drawn on the human face before capturing the head pictures. The interface and modelled 3D viseme are shown in Figure 5.

As it was mentioned earlier, accidental turns of head can’t be avoided when the person talks. In order to eliminate this deviation for better visual comparison results, we’ve used the software function to rotate the outcome 3D head model.

Having the 3D models of 30 Lithuanian phonemes and the photorealistic English visemes, we’ve performed the visual comparison.

For the animation of the speech, “Crazy Talk 5” uses its own generic head model. In order to create photorealistic talking head, we had to load the portrait picture of the human face and to translate the 4 main feature points of the generic head of the “Crazy Talk 5” to the positions of lip and eye corners in the face. Later, we’ve had to load the explored and already created 3D Lithuanian viseme into the “Faceworks”.

We visually compared every Lithuanian viseme with each of 16 English visemes (the interested English viseme appears in the software by clicking on its name in viseme table). The best match was confirmed as the relation between English and Lithuanian visemes.

Lips and jaw moving vectors vary when pronouncing different phonemes, so if more than one English viseme is similar to 3D Lithuanian viseme, speech dynamics have to be governed to get the most accurate AV mapping. For instance, lips move horizontally when we pronounce the phoneme /a/, but more vertically then the phoneme /a:/ is the object of research. Considering the vector magnitude of the movement of the lips feature point, the same English viseme can be matched as different Lithuanian viseme. In our research, speech dynamics was governed by parameter of the expressiveness and its value for every phoneme is shown in the viseme to phoneme mapping table.

The visual comparison of Lithuanian phoneme /z/ is shown in Figure 6. As we see, Lithuanian 3D viseme of the phoneme /z/ is very similar to English viseme “Ih” (expressiveness parameter - 100), but the more accurate mapping was defined between Lithuanian viseme /z/ and English viseme “Ch_J” (expressiveness parameter – 80).

According to the results, English viseme and its matching Lithuanian phonemes written using SAMPA standard [19] were related in the Lithuanian phoneme to English viseme mapping table (Table 1). Parameter of expressiveness and Lithuanian letter representing the phoneme were recorded in the table too.

Figure 6. Visual comparison of Lithuanian 3D viseme of the phone /z/ (on the right) and the English viseme /Ih/ (on the left) used to fill phoneme to viseme mapping table. Viseme /Ih/ was chosen, because it is very similar to mouth shape when pronouncing Lithuanian letter Ž.
Talking Head was successfully applied in the animation software and orthogonal image calibration technology. The visual information of 30 basic Lithuanian phone-silence) Lithuanian 3D visemes were modelled using phonemes into 15 English viseme classes (including was taken into consideration to classify Lithuanian visemes and the photorealistic English visemes in this paper. The visual similarity of 30 basic Lithuanian visemes and the photorealistic English visemes of expressiveness, corresponding Lithuanian letter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English viseme</th>
<th>Lithuanian phoneme, parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>/silence/ 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ah</td>
<td>/a/ 80 (A), /e/ 50 (E), /e:/ 90 (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B_M_P</td>
<td>/b/ 80 (B), /m/ 80 (M), /p/ 80 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch_J</td>
<td>/ʃ/ 100 (Č), /ʃ/ 100 (Š), /ʃ/ 80 (Ž)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>/i/ 100 (I, Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er</td>
<td>/ɛ/ 80 (Ē), /ɛ/ 100 (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_V</td>
<td>/f/ 80 (F), /v/ 80 (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ih</td>
<td>/i/ 50 (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_G</td>
<td>/g/ 80 (G), /k/ 80 (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_NG</td>
<td>/n/ 100 (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oh</td>
<td>/a:/ 80 (A), /o/ 60 (O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Z</td>
<td>/z/ 100 (C), /s/ 100 (S), /z/ 80 (Ž)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_L_D</td>
<td>/d/ 90 (D), /t/ 100 (L), /t/ 100 (T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th</td>
<td>/θ/ 100 (J)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_OO</td>
<td>/u/ 50 (U), /u:/ 100 (Ū)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

The existing speech recognition and animation engine with base language – English was adapted to animate recorded Lithuanian speech. The transmission between two languages was realized using Lithuanian phoneme to English viseme mapping table presented in this paper. The visual similarity of 30 basic Lithuanian visemes and the photorealistic English visemes was taken into consideration to classify Lithuanian phonemes into 15 English viseme classes (including silence). Lithuanian 3D visemes were modelled using the visual information of 30 basic Lithuanian phonemes and orthogonal image calibration technology.

The generated phoneme to viseme mapping table was successfully applied in the animation software „Talking Head“ by manually replacing automatically wrongly identified visemes with the right ones. So the significant result of our experiment is that we don’t need to build a new speech recognition and animation engine to animate Lithuanian speech. It can be easily done using English speech animation engine and presented Lithuanian viseme to English phoneme mapping table.

By the opinion of three especially not trained observers, Lithuanian speech animation looked quite realistic.

Our next step is to explore all Lithuanian phonemes including diphones and to upgrade the phoneme to viseme mapping table.
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